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     Introduction:  The isotopic composition
of noble gases is a key reference parameter in
discussing the evolution of the solar system.
Currently, two widely occurring noble gas
components are identified in the early solar
system, one is the Solar Wind noble gas (SW-
noble gas, hereafter) and another is the Q-
noble gas in primitive meteorites.  Both noble
gases are characterized by their ubiquitous
occurrence and high isotopic homogeneity.
Since the SW-noble gas is directly ejected
from the Sun, it has been assumed to be good
proxy for the average noble gas isotopic
composition of the Sun, namely the solar no-
ble gas.  The systematic enrichment of the
heavier isotopes in the Q-noble gas relative to
the SW-noble gas is then commonly attribut-
ed to its isotopic fractionation from the SW-
noble gas. Here, we show that the post D-
burning Q-noble gas (see below) is better
proxy for the solar noble gas in contrary to a
conventional view.
    Results: The most distinct difference be-
tween the Q- and the SW-noble gas is appar-
ent in a  3He/4He isotopic ratio; 1.23 x 10-4 in
Q-He [1], whereas 4.64 x 10-4 in SW-He [2].
The difference is attributed to the conversion
of deuteron (D) to 3He (D + p → 3He) in the
Sun, namely the D-burning [3], due to high
temperature during the pre-main sequence
stage of the Sun.  With the use of recent data
on H/He ratio (11.75± 0.27) from helio-
seismology [4] and D/H ratio ((23.1± 2.4) x
10-6)  from spectroscopic observation of the
inter-stellar cloud [5], we estimate that the
3He/4He ratio in the post D-burning He in the
Sun is (3.98 ± 0.3) x 10-4.  The latter value is
considerably smaller than the recent estimate
of the SW-He ratio by the GENESIS mission

of  3He/4He = (4.64 ± 0.09) x 10-4 [2].  We
conclude that this difference is due to isotopic
fractionation during the ejection of the Solar
Wind from the upper solar atmosphere (ac-
celerating region).  In Figure 1, we show
schematically the isotopic evolution of
3He/4He in the early solar nebula.

Fig 1.  The isotopic evolution of 3He/4He in
the early solar system.

    Discussions: We propose that the post D-
burning He represents the indigenous solar
He. The difference in 3He/4He between the
SW and the post D-burning He amounts to
more than 15%, well beyond experimental
uncertainty.
  Bodemer and Bochsler [6] suggested that
insufficient Coulomb drag was responsible to
the isotopic fractionation between SW and the
solar noble gases. Here, we assume a simple
Rayleigh distillation type mass-dependent
isotopic fractionation between the SW-He
and the post D-burnibg He.  This is to assume
that the SW-He has been escaping from the
upper solar atmosphere with an escape rate
inversely proportional to the square root of
the mass of an ion, i.e. (1/m)1/2. Since the to-
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tal SW mass ejected from the Sun for 4.5 Ga
estimated from the current SW flux is negli-
gible in comparison with the amount of atoms
in the outer convective zone of the Sun [e.g.7],
we assume the same instantaneous escape rate
for 4.5 Ga.  The assumption on this Rayleigh
type SW escape is then tested with observed
noble gas isotopic data below.
  In Fig. 2, we plotted the ratio of SW-noble
gas [2] to Q-noble gas [1] aginst (mi/mj)

1/2, i,j
denoting isotopes. Except for Ne, noble gas
data are approximately lie on a slope-one line
in accordance with the Rayleigh fractionation.
Since Ne isotopic composition in Q is not
well defined [1], we discard the Ne datum in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2.  Except for Ne (see text), other no-
ble gas isotopic compositions are consistent
with the Rayleigh fractionation of SW-noble
gas from Q-noble gas.  Error bars are 1σ.

Conclusions
1.  SW-noble gas and Q-noble gas are related
by mass-dependent, Rayleigh-type isotopic
fractionation (Fig.2).
2. Much higher 3He/4He in SW than in Q,
which is attributed to D + p → 3He (D-
burning) in the Sun [3], indicates that Q-He

predates SW-He.  Therefore, we conclude
that the psot D-burning Q-He represents the
primordial solar He.
3.  With the use of  recent observation data on
D/H in the pre-solar molecular cloud and
H/He in the Sun, we calculate that the post D-
burnibg 3He/4He is (3.98 ± 0.30) x 10-4.
4.  It remains to see if there is additional iso-
topic fractionation between SW and the Sun
besides the mass-dependent fractionation.
Recently CO/O ratio of 0.2 – 0.3 is reported
in the lowermost photoshpere [8].  We are
examining if the photo-dissociation of CO
could give rise to mass-indepenent isotopic
fractionation [9].
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